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beams of secondary protons, kaons and pions
as well as Ar, Xe and Pb nuclei and their fragments 

(e.g. 7Be) at 13A – 150A(400) GeV/c
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Strong interactionsStrong interactions

The question: 
What happens when strongly interacting matter 
                               gets hotter/denser and its volume increases?
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NA61 studies properties of the onset of deconfinement and
searches for the critical point of strongly interacting matter
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Inelastic cross section for 7Be+9Be collisions is weakly dependent
on collision energy. It is well reproduced by the Glauber model.
Inelastic cross section for 7Be+9Be collisions is weakly dependent
on collision energy. It is well reproduced by the Glauber model.

Inelastic cross section for 7Be + 9Be interactionsInelastic cross section for 7Be + 9Be interactions
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Uniqe precise measurements of 2D (rapidity-transverse momentum) spectraUniqe precise measurements of 2D (rapidity-transverse momentum) spectra

Pion spectra in p+p and Be+Be interactionsPion spectra in p+p and Be+Be interactions
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Pion spectra in p+p interactions: EPOS vs NA61 dataPion spectra in p+p interactions: EPOS vs NA61 data
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Pion spectra in p+p interactions: energy dependencePion spectra in p+p interactions: energy dependence
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Transverse mass spectra: p+p vs central Pb+PbTransverse mass spectra: p+p vs central Pb+Pb

Transverse mass spectra are
approximately exponential in p+p.
In central Pb+Pb the exponential
dependence is modified (possibly due
to collective transverse flow)
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p+p  vs  Be+Be  vs  Pb+Pbp+p  vs  Be+Be  vs  Pb+Pb
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Onset of collectivity in Be+Be collisions at about 75 GeV/cOnset of collectivity in Be+Be collisions at about 75 GeV/c

Inverse slope parameter of transverse mass spectraInverse slope parameter of transverse mass spectra
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NA61 p+p at 17 GeVNA61 p+p at 17 GeV

Two particle correlation function: NA61 vs ALICE   (top energies)Two particle correlation function: NA61 vs ALICE   (top energies)

(0, 0) :   the saddle at SPS    and    the peak at LHC(0, 0) :   the saddle at SPS    and    the peak at LHC
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Two particle correlation function: NA61 energy dependenceTwo particle correlation function: NA61 energy dependence

The height of the saddle at (0, 0) increases with
increasing collision energy.  
At LHC the saddle changes into a sharp (jet) peak

The height of the saddle at (0, 0) increases with
increasing collision energy.  
At LHC the saddle changes into a sharp (jet) peak

SPS:    5 - 20 GeVSPS:    5 - 20 GeV

LHC:   1 - 10 TeVLHC:   1 - 10 TeV
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Event-by-event fluctuations: p+p vs central Pb+PbEvent-by-event fluctuations: p+p vs central Pb+Pb

Properly normalized transverse momentum (left) 
and chemical (right) fluctuations are similar in p+p 
and central Pb+Pb collisions. The largest differences are
observed for (kaon, proton) fluctuations (right).
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  Neutrinos  Neutrinos  

The question: 
What happens with neutrinos flying across Japan?
The question: 
What happens with neutrinos flying across Japan?

The T2K long baseline neutrino oscillation experimentThe T2K long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment

The NA61 results are used
for determination of the
initial neutrino flux

The NA61 results are used
for determination of the
initial neutrino flux
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Neutrino oscillations - a toy modelNeutrino oscillations - a toy model
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Precise data for T2KPrecise data for T2K
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Precise data for T2K: seven particle species in p+C at 31 GeV/cPrecise data for T2K: seven particle species in p+C at 31 GeV/c
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Precise data for T2K:   pion spectra from  the T2K replica targetPrecise data for T2K:   pion spectra from  the T2K replica target

The NA61 results are used
for determination of the
initial neutrino flux

The NA61 results are used
for determination of the
initial neutrino flux

Measurements for the Fermilab
neutrino experiments are considered
Measurements for the Fermilab
neutrino experiments are considered
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  Cosmic Rays  Cosmic Rays  

The question: 
What is the origin of very high energy cosmic rays?
The question: 
What is the origin of very high energy cosmic rays?

The NA61 data are used to fit models relevant
for simulations of extensive air showers
The NA61 data are used to fit models relevant
for simulations of extensive air showers
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Production cross section for  π- + C interactionsProduction cross section for  π- + C interactions

The NA61 results significantly improve
precision of the world data
and thus the mean free path of pions in air

The NA61 results significantly improve
precision of the world data
and thus the mean free path of pions in air
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π-  + C at 158 and 350 GeV/c :  data / EPOSπ-  + C at 158 and 350 GeV/c :  data / EPOS

The NA61 data are used to fit models relevant
for simulations of extensive air showers
The NA61 data are used to fit models relevant
for simulations of extensive air showers
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π- + C at 158 and 350 GeV/c :  analysis of broad resonancesπ- + C at 158 and 350 GeV/c :  analysis of broad resonances

Production of leading neutral ρ mesons is
important for the EAS simulations
Production of leading neutral ρ mesons is
important for the EAS simulations
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